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The best way to cope with an emergency during a camping trip is to anticipate 

and try to prevent it. Talk over every detail of the trip with your companions. You 

should reach agreements about your route, what you will eat, what is ( a ) carrying 

and what is not. Decide on a fair ( b ) of labor for who cooks, who cleans up, who 

pitches tents, who builds fires, who carries which pieces of equipment. Determine 

who knows about gathering wild food, who fishes, who leads well on a rough trail, 

who has emergency aid skills. In short, you need to know the talents and limitations 

of ( c ) member in the group. 

It is also important to ( d ) the purpose of the trip. In particular, why are you 

going into the wilderness? Is it for adventure, peace and quiet, exercise? How 

important is comfort? How important is the schedule? If you arrive at a particularly 

attractive campsite, will you stay a day or two, or just take a few pictures and keep 

moving along? What will you do on a rainy day? 

You should also learn all about the area that you are visiting. If it is a place with 

which you are unfamiliar, check the Internet, talk to people who have been there 

before, and read books about the region. It is a good idea to send ( e ) specialized 

maps of the area and study them carefully. Use the maps to plan your route, 

selecting a place for each night's campsite. Although you may not be able to stick to 

your plans, they will provide a framework to ( f ) track of your progress. 

It is ( g ) to find out about the climate at your destination before you leave. For 

example, you need to know the average high and low temperatures, and how much 

rain or snow you can ( h ). You also need to learn something about the area's plant 

and animal life, especially what is safe to eat and what is poisonous. 

Before you go, you need to gather together all your ( i ) and check it out. Set 

up the tent and check for holes. Go over backpacks, sleeping bags, clothing, and 

boots, looking for ( j ) spots and tears. ( k ) sure your compass is in working order. 

If there are any children in the group, remember that they must have a medical 

permission form signed by a parent. Finally, make a copy of your schedule. Leave it 

with someone dependable so that if you ( 1 ) to show up when and where you are 

expected to be, people will have some idea where to start looking in order to rescue 

you. 

Norman Mack, Back to Basics tC ~ G (-$C1(~) 

(a) about 2 by 3 strong 4 worth 

(b) 1 division 2 paymg 3 power 4 right 

(c) 1 all 2 each 3 no 4 the 
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(d) conceal 2 correspond 3 discuss 4 respond 

(e) by 2 for 3 to 4 with 

(f) clear 2 keep 3 link 4 lose 

(g) surprIsmg 2 useless 3 vital 4 wondering 

(h) anticipate 2 hope 3 want 4 wish 

(i) equipment 2 needs 3 technology 4 tools 

(j) plain 2 powerful 3 tough 4 weak 

(k) Almost 2 For 3 Make 4 To be 

(1) choose 2 decide 3 fail 4 plan 

II ;~o)~)(~W'U\Jc, """FO)r,,~ (A"-'C) 'c::~xJ::o (32 #.0 

It is well known that the oil industry is currently the largest cause of pollution 

in the world. But the second is fast fashion. Fast fashion is the term used to describe 

the design, creation, and marketing of clothing that emphasizes speed, low cost, and 

high volume. Compared to traditional fashion companies, fast fashion companies 

make more than four times as many clothing collections each year. The creation of 

so many items at such a low cost results in people constantly buying more clothes to 

(a) keep pace with the latest trends. It is hard to argue against the idea that people in 

the developed world are encouraged to shop (b) at every tum. Advertisements urge 

people to buy more in order to look better and enjoy a happier life. As a result, the 

average person buys sixty percent more items of clothing and holds on to them for 

about half as long as people did fifteen years ago. However, as people buy more, 

they simultaneously throwaway more than ever before. 

The environmental impact of fast fashion starts with the production of the 

fabric. Cotton and man-made fabrics, such as nylon and polyester, are the ones most 

commonly used in the fast fashion industry. Their production requires (e) vast 

amounts of resources and causes serious environmental damage. A single cotton 

shirt, for example, can use up to 2,700 liters of water. Uzbekistan, a leading 

producer of cotton in the world, has suffered serious consequences as a result of the 

cotton industry. The Aral Sea was once the fourth largest lake in the world and used 

to be the main source of water for cotton production in Uzbekistan. Now it has 

(d) all but dried up and is releasing poisons into the air. These poisons negatively 

affect the neighboring communities, causing about 350,000 deaths and putting a 

million people in hospital every year. 

The production of nylon creates a gas called nitrous oxide (N20). This gas 

contributes to global warming 300 times more than does carbon dioxide (C02). 
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Polyester ultimately ends up in oceans and rivers as microfibers that come loose 

when we wash our clothes. The microfibers are then eaten by fish that eventually 

make their way up the food chain and onto our own plates. 

Production practices are not the only way fast fashion harms the environment. 

Since most of the clothing items are produced in developing countries, they have to 

be shipped to large urban centers in the developed world. It is estimated that a single 

ship emits as many disease-causing substances in one year as 50 million cars do. 

Moreover, the fuel burned by ships is one thousand times dirtier than the fuel used 

by trucks. 

Unfortunately, just as with climate change, pollution and wasteful lifestyles 

have the greatest impact on the people who contribute to the problem the least. In 

the Tiruppur district in India, the clothing industry has become such a large source 

of pollution that it has completely destroyed the agricultural industry in the region. 

The process of dyeing fabrics has polluted the local river and farmers can no longer 

use the water on their crops. Therefore, they have to depend on rainfall, which (e) ~ 

unpredictable. Consequently, the farmers lose income since they cannot grow as 

many vegetables and grains as they could before. 

Each day we get closer to (f) the point of no return when it comes to saving the 

environment. However, we can (g) make a difference with our own habits by 

considering both the quality and the quantity of the clothing we purchase. In other 

words, we need to commit ourselves to buying higher quality items that are not 

produced by fast fashion companies. Since such items cost more, we should buy 

fewer and wear them for years to come. In this way, we can put an end to (h) stuffing 

our closets with items whose production has damaged the environment. Becoming a 

careful consumer within the fashion industry is a meaningful way to take personal 

responsibility and help overcome the climate crisis that we are currently facing. 

Veronika Michels, "Crisis in Our Closets" Ie ~ Q (-fjj)c!z~) 

r,,~A *)(0)~g,<:.g.f$(9~<b0)1i,"""F0) (11 '"'-'22) b'S4?~~"V, -t"0).%1i~2A 

"It ~o 

11 Fast fashion causes more pollution than the oil industry does. 

12 Traditional fashion companies produce more clothing collections than fast 

fashion companies do. 

13 Fifteen years ago, people kept their clothing longer than people do today. 

14 According to the passage, cotton is an environmentally friendly fabric. 

15 The Aral Sea is still the main source of water for cotton produced in 

Uzbekistan. 

16 According to the passage, the production of nylon creates 300 times more 

nitrous oxide (N20) than carbon dioxide (C02). 

17 The passage states that microfibers are being used to produce plates. 
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18 The majority of fast fashion clothing is made in developing countries. 

19 Ships use more environmentally friendly fuel than trucks do. 

20 The people most harmed by pollution have caused the most damage to the 

environment. 

21 Pollution from clothing production has made life difficult for farmers in 

Tiruppur. 

22 According to the passage, one way to help the environment is to wear our 

clothes for many years. 

r~~ B *)(0)j1g~7i- ,~, * Xl, "F~gB (a • c • d • f) o)~,*. j1g~'Lii:'bilil, 'ibO)7i-, 

-t-n-Fn"Fo) (1 "'4) b'S 1 "?~A, C, -t-0)1i%7i-~2A:ttJ:o 

(a) keep pace with the latest trends 

1 continue making old-fashioned clothes 

2 have enough to wear 

3 stay in fashion 

4 support fast fashion 

(c) vast amounts of resources 

1 a great deal of fabric 

2 a lot of supplies and materials 

3 limited quantities of time and energy 

4 small portions of land and water 

(d) all but dried up 

1 completely melted away 

2 completely hardened 

3 nearly disappeared 

4 nearly filled up 

(f) the point of no return 

1 a condition of moving forward 

2 a condition of being unwilling to help 

3 a situation of being able to do whatever it takes 

4 a situation of being unable to do anything 

r~~ c *)(0)j1g~7i- ,~, * Xl, "F~gB (b· e • 9 • h) O)~,*. j1g~'Lii:'bilil, 'ibO)7i-, 

-t-n-Fn (1"'4) ~S1"?~A,C, -t-O)1i%7i-~A~J:o 

(b) at every turn 

1 all the time 

3 in special circumstances 

-5-
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4 when they have time 



(e) is unpredictable 
I always comes when it is needed 

2 does not necessarily come when expected 

3 falls when the farmers do not need it 

4 falls when the farmers expect it 

(g) make a difference 

be in conflict 2 be particular 

3 improve the situation 4 produce new clothes 

(h) stuffing 

1 filling 2 ruining 3 satisfying 4 thanking 

III ;!R. (J) ~ >z:. (a "" d) (J) ~ pIT £ i: A :tt ~ (J) £ i: :ti 'b iM t)] 1J: 'b (J) ~, of :tt of':tt ""F (J) (1 "" 4 ) 

b' G 1 "?~Iv CO, i"(J)fi~~~2A-t! J:o (8 g) 

(a) I really don't want to go to the company picnic, and ( ). 

1 either does my wife 

3 neither does my wife 

2 either my wife does 

4 neither my wife does 

(b) Let me know if you hear any ( ) news about the incident 

1 farther 2 few 3 further 4 less 

(c) Some of us had to stand in the room because there weren't ( ) chairs, 

1 enough 2 much 3 no 4 some 

(d) They caught the cat ( ) on the dining room table. 

sleeps 2 sleeping 3 slept 4 was sleeping 

IV ~(J)~>z:. (a"" c) (J)""F~~~ LtcflipIT£i:£a:>z:.5*· ~H5*.t(J)~~~P) b'i":tti":tt 1 "?iI5~o 

M~(J)fli~~~U, m.~~«~~~~~ml~~2A~J:o egg) 

(a) Sometimes I felt like a minor celebrity when traveling in that country 
because the locals always wanted their photo take with me. 

(b) The smell of dried fish is appealing to everyone in my family, but it 
smells badly to me. 

( c) If he has not injured his leg, he would probably have been picked for 
the team. 
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<! G '~:f:.fE0) 1 ~8~fiIi? T~~~itpxt!-It ~o m~*OO'~';t:f:.fEo) 1 ~8~~2A -It ~o 

CI2 t.() 

(a) D l~rl:'{'F G tL lV' G i: t l-;'(9'!-ti, .:cO)roJ~tiJti*~O/]O) ~ '5 t<::J[;t Go 

The sculpture looks just like the real thing { wax / that / made / it's / 
from }. 

(b) :)'" ") 7tiDtiiii'ftco C't, .:ctLl-;,(9'!-0)$~.:c0.:c0~66lt~v'i: 0tco 

Jack is a great talker. But it's { something / instead / he / did / about} of 
just talking. 

(c) '0 C:v'~ "/7 lvI. "/-lj'f<:: 7J'7J' -:J tc 0) C', tNH'J~ ~ IJ J?66 ~"G ~f~tJ;7J' -:J tco 
A { of / me / influenza / case / bad} to cancel my trip. 

(d) tMltlilti, F-L.f*t~, ~.btfljt~, ::k*§~7J'®G B*o)llB::k$rlJo)-":)C'd6 

G i: t~~ IJ f<:: L lV'Go 

Fukuoka { the / that / prides / on / fact } it is one of the four cities in 

Japan to have a dome stadium, a major kabuki theater, and a professional 
sumo tournament. 

~ ~O)~~O)~~$(a"""e) ~tLftL~, m~<!tL~~*~~*~~~~~1J:1~~ 

~2A-It~o 1J:d3, ~*J]0)~*';tm~*I;H~9~'~~2A<!tLTl.\~o CI5 t.() 

Kate: What a beautiful coastline! It really takes my breath away. 

Hiro: I'm so glad you like it. I've been planning to show you this place for a long 

time. I've been coming here (a) S I was a child. It really (b) c me ----- -----
up when I'm in a bad mood. 

Kate: I see what you (e) m . In my case, I go to a karaoke bar. I'm terrible at 

singing, but nobody (d) m -----
Hiro: I like karaoke, too. It's a great way to (e) r stress. ----
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About half a century ago, women were told that they were too fragile to run 

marathons, which were for male runners only. Some experts of the time claimed that 

women's health would be damaged by long-distance running. That started to 

change in 1967 when Kathrine Switzer mailed in the forms to register for the 

Boston Marathon. She gave her name as "K.Y. Switzer" ( a ) no one would know 

that she was a woman. The first woman to run the Boston Marathon was actually 

Roberta Gibb who ran the year before. However, Gibb was ( b ) a registration 

number and ran unregistered by hiding in the bushes near the start line and then 

jumping into the race. Switzer was the ( c ) first woman to be registered to 

participate in the race and to get a number to wear. 

A dramatic scene took ( d ) when an official of the Boston Athletic Association 

saw a woman running. He angrily grabbed at Switzer and tried to throw her off the 

course and pull her number off. Switzer was ( e ) to escape and continue in the race 

with the help of her boyfriend, a football player, who was running alongside her. 

Switzer went on to complete the race in four hours and 20 minutes, but the Boston 

Athletic Association wouldn't recognize her participation. The race officials said 

that they were only enforcing the rules that forbade women at that time ( f ) 

competing in races longer than two kilometers. Switzer and other women runners 

tried to convince the Boston Athletic Association to allow women into the marathon. 

Finally, five years ( g ), in 1972, women were formally allowed to run in the Boston 

Marathon for the first time. Boston was the first major marathon to ( h ) women, 

and this opened the way for women's participation globally. 

Kathrine Switzer went on to run the Boston Marathon eight times and posted 

her personal best time of two hours and 51 minutes in 1975. She also played a major 

role in getting the women's marathon ( i ) accepted in the Olympics. This happened 

in 1984. Women's participation in marathons has been growing ( j ). In 2014, for 

the first time in history, 61 percent of US. half-marathon finishers were women. The 

percentage of women participating in full marathons is ( k ) 50 percent, according 
to a recent report. There is at ( I ) one marathon where the majority of the runners 

are women. This is the Wineglass Marathon in New York, which is 60 percent 
female. 

In 2017, Switzer ran the Boston Marathon at the age of 70. She said that she 

wanted to be an example to the global community of women who have found 

strength, power, and fearlessness through putting one foot in front of the other. 

J. Barron, "51 Years Ago Kathrine Switzer Broke a Barrier" tC J: 0 (-$c)[~) 
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(a) I even if 

(b) denied 

(c) all 

(d) advantage 

(e) I able 

(f) I about 

2 how 3 so that 

2 encouraged 3 gIven 

2 nearly 3 only 

2 pictures 

2 refused 

2 by 

3 place 

3 tired 

3 from 

(g) aside 2 later 3 over 

(h) admit 2 finalize 3 protect 

(i) 1 desperately 2 negatively 3 officially 

(j) 1 after 2 against 3 before that 

(k) advanced 2 approaching 3 companng 

(1) 1 all 2 first 3 least 

4 why 

4 recorded 

4 very 

4 positions 

4 unable 

4 III 

4 past 

4 specialize 

4 variously 

4 ever Slllce 

4 preceded 

4 once 

(32 J~) 

In gorilla society, power belongs to silverback males. These splendid creatures 

have numerous status markers besides the silver hair on their backs. They are bigger 

than the rest of the gorillas in their group, make space-filling postures, produce 

deeper sounds, beat their chests vigorously and, in general, have an air of supreme 

physical fitness. Things are actually not that different in the business world. Typical 

company presidents or CEOs (Chief Executive Officers) are male, tall, have a deep 

voice, good posture, a touch of gray in their thick hair and, for their age, a fit body. 

They (a) spread themselves out behind their large desks and stand tall when talking to 

their employees. Their conversation is filled with powerful pauses and confident 

statements. 

The big difference between gorillas and humans is, of course, that human 

society changes rapidly. The past few decades have seen a striking change in the 

distribution of power between men and women, the West and the other parts of the 

world, and geeks (such as computer "otaku") and non-geeks. Women run some of 

America's largest companies. More than half of the world's biggest companies have 

their headquarters outside Europe and North America. Geeks run some of the 

world's most dynamic businesses. For example, Peter Thiel, one of Silicon Valley's 

leading investors, has introduced a general rule for hiring: never choose a CEO who 

wears a suit. 

Yet it is remarkable, in this supposed age of diversity, how many CEOs (b) still 

conform to the "gorilla" stereotype. First, they are tall. One study found that 30% of 

-3-



CEOs of Fortune 500 companies are 188 cm or taller, compared with 3.9% of the 

American population. 

Second, people who have deeper voices also have a strong advantage in (c) the 

race for the top. A Texas-based company investigated this matter by asking people to 

evaluate speeches delivered by 120 CEOs. The results showed that the listeners' 

evaluations were primarily determined by the quality of the CEO's voice, not by the 

content of the speech. In other words, the highly-evaluated speeches were the ones 

delivered in a deeper voice. Various studies have found that those who "uptalk," 

which is the habit of ending statements on a high note as if asking a question, 

(d) rule themselves out of senior positions on the grounds that they sound uncertain 

and childish. Researchers from several American business schools carried out a 

study in which they listened to 792 male CEOs giving speeches. The study found 

that those with the deepest voices earned more than the other CEOs in the group. 

Third, physical fitness seems to matter, too. A recent study found that companies 

whose CEOs had finished a marathon had more money than companies whose 

CEOs had not finished one. 

Can anything be done about this tendency for promoting people of a certain 

type? Ideally, the people who hire should (e) set aside all the stereotypes and (f) judge 
the candidates purely on their merits. However, given any number of well-qualified 

candidates, selection committees continue to end up choosing the people who fit the 

description of the typical CEO. 

Is there anything that those of us who don't fit the stereotype can do if we want 

to be a CEO? Management experts suggest we just accept the stereotypes and train 

ourselves to (g) project a sense of power and self-confidence. Developing good posture 

is one way. Recent research has shown that posture can make people act like leaders 

as well as look like them. Amy Cuddy of Harvard Business School is a leading 
researcher in this area. She notes that the act of standing tall, with your feet planted 

solidly and somewhat apart, increases the supply of a power hormone in the blood 

and lowers the supply of a hormone associated with stress. This means that the 

changes in the body actually make people feel more confident. 

Another way to train ourselves is to develop the speech habits that impress 

others. In her book, Sylvia Anne Hewlett urges women to speak in a deeper voice, to 
avoid uptalking, and to keep good eye contact. Her book also advises exercising 
regularly to look as fit as possible. 

Aside from seeming unfair, this advice to change ourselves requires a lot of 

hard work and time. But it may be worth trying until humans (h) manage to evolve 
out of the gorilla style of leader. 

Schumpeter, "The Look of a Leader" 1<: J: G (-$c:Z~) 
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11 It is difficult to tell the difference between silverback gorillas and the others 

in the group. 

12 Gorilla and human societies change at the same rate. 

13 The majority of the world's biggest companies have their headquarters in 

Europe and North America. 

14 Peter Thiel's policy is to hire CEOs who wear something other than a suit. 

15 The percentage of Americans who are at least 188 cm tall is greater than 

the percentage of CEOs in Fortune 500 companies who are that tall. 

16 A company in Texas found that what CEOs said was judged as being more 

important than how they sounded. 

17 Uptalking is a technique that makes people sound confident. 

18 A study of 792 CEOs found that there was a correlation between how deep 

their voices were and how much money they earned. 

19 A study found that richer companies were more likely to have a CEO who 

had completed a marathon. 

20 Management experts gave some ideas about how to be a CEO without 

conforming to the "gorilla" stereotype. 

21 Amy Cuddy has shown that the way we stand affects how confident we feel. 

22 With minimal effort, people can train themselves to resemble successful 

CEOs. 

r~~B *>zO)pgg~,~,*x"C ""F**g~ (c· d· f· h) O)1\~·pg~'L:ti'bilIl,''bO)~, 

-t-n~n""Fo) (1""4) ~Sl?~Iv?, -t-O)ti~~~A~~o 

(c) the race for the top 

1 becoming successful 2 being the fastest 

3 having the best voice 4 speaking first 

(d) rule themselves out of 

1 are eliminated from 2 leave off 

3 ignore orders by 4 make regulations for 

(f) judge the candidates purely on their merits 

1 confirm that the candidates have run a marathon 

2 decide if the employees agree with the stereotypes 

3 hire people based on their strong points 

4 see if the applicants are physically fit 
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(h) manage to evolve out of 

1 begin to include 

3 start to resemble 

2 move away from 

4 understand how to encourage 

r,,~c *)(:O)pgg1£-,~,:tx"C """F~gB (a· b· e· g) O)i\~·p;jg~LU'bil!l,\'bO)1£-, 

~n~n (1-4) ~S1?~~~, ~O)~~1£-~A~~o 

(a) spread themselves out 

1 cover their bodies 

3 occupy a lot of the space 

(b) still conform to 

1 continue matching 

3 maintain admiration for 

( e ) set aside 

be affected by 

3 not explain 

(g) project 

2 lie down completely 

4 share everything they know 

2 keep confusing 

4 remain in conflict with 

2 not be influenced by 

4 take into account 

1 forecast 2 look out for 3 plan for 4 show 

III ;!R.O)~)(: (a -d) O)~p.IT~LAn~O)~LU'b~tn1J:'bo)1£-, ~n~n"""Fo) (1-4) 

b'S 1 ?~~ CO, ~0)~~1£-~2A~~o (8 g) 

(a) ( ) I know, Rose is no longer interested in going camping with us. 

1 All the same 2 As far as 3 No matter 4 Whoever 

(b) Mary, ( ) car broke down, could not go to work yesterday. 

1 that 2 which 3 who 4 whose 

( c) Whenever I need help, I can always count ( ) my parents. 

1 about 2 at 3 on 4 with 

(d) When you first came to Tokyo, how ( ) Japanese did you speak? 

good 2 many 3 much 4 well 
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N ~~~~ (a-c) ~~~~~L~mM~~~~·~~~~~~~~h~h1~~~0 
~~) ~mj5JT~~Lf, m~~liH;:~~ltxtd!Hf~ 1 ~g~~2.A:t! &::0 (9/.!.) 

(a) The shoes shop around the corner closed and it has been replaced by a 

clothing shop. 

(b) Whoever was responsible for damage my house has to be fined or sent 

to jail. 

(c) The actor is incredible convincing in the role and he has a presence that 

makes him the most believable character in the film. 

V ;'?;:~B*~ (a - d) c~~UaniiJ L::lt~t;:f.:i:~&::? t;:, { } p;j~"t~-r~~gto~ml,\, 
i! S t;:::f:jE~ 1 ~g~flIi? -r~~~:f[;PXi!-It &::0 m~mH;:~~::f:jE~ 1 ~g~~2A -It &::0 

CI2 /.!.) 

(a) *M~~~ < O)ALf t ~e t? l~ Lvyt!tF~7J'GO)JI1¥flEPJT t L l75';t Gn lV'Go 

For many people, home { seen / refuge / is / from / a } the harsh world 

outside. 

(b) 'f~O)h1J~7J: < L l L ~ -::Jtc o ~ J t [,.' c.. 7J'T:fir t L l L ~ J tdeJiv '7J:v '0 
I've lost one of my gloves. I suppose that { somewhere / have / it / I / 

dropped }. 

(c) I±l~ 2 ~F~lW~ T:teSgmte¥iJ~9 G J:: '5 te, MSg~f±~;l:~~1'f Ltc o 

The airline company requested that { we / two hours / the airport / 

should / at } before our flight departs. 

~) Rili0)7~~~7~~-~·ij5Y~077~~~T:B*Ao)~~~13~~ 

IJ te~~ :$i'1J.;~1I{~ Ltco 

A Japanese girl won the gold medal in the recent Grand Prix of Figure 

Skating Final { time / thirteen / the / for / first} years. 

~ ~~~~~~~$(a-e) ~h~h~, m~i!h~~*~~*~fi~~~1j:1~~ 

~2A -It &::0 f.:i:;B, fifn~~*~~m~*t;:"t~t;:~2Ai!n -rl,\~o CIS/.!.) 

Taro: The spicy pork pizza is amazing. How about ordering one to share? 

Mark: Sorry, but I don't eat meat (a) a . I think I'll get a salad. 

Taro: So now you're a vegetarian? Are you serious? 

Mark: Yes, I was convinced by a program I saw (b) 0 television. It said the ---
best thing we can do for the environment is to (e) S eating meat. ---

Taro: That doesn't make any (d) s at all to me. Haven't humans always eaten 
---

meat? (e) W it, we won't get enough protein to make muscle. ---

-7-
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;~O)~)tb\)tj*~b'?1\~~~c::~t}]~)t~c~~J:? ~c::, ~P.IT (a'" I) ~C::Att~O) 

~C::fi:<t~tntJ:~81iJ~, i"tt~'tt (a'" I) O))H~R~ (1 "'4) b'S 1 ?)HA--z:', i"o). 
-lS-~~2A it J:o (24 g) 

Pumps are a very common type of shoe. They are usually close-toed, meaning 

that the toes are covered. They often have a heel and can be made from a variety of 

materials. Although they are generally considered to be shoes for women, this has 

not always been the case. The ( a ) pumps were made in the fifteenth century for 

men and were called "pompes." These first pumps were flat. Later, some men added 

a higher heel to the shoe, Not long after, pumps started to be made for women. Since 

pumps were easy to put on and ( b ) off, they were often used by servants who did 

not have time to spend on buckles or laces, Shoes with buckles and laces were 

considered a formal style for various classes of women over a number of centuries, 

The modern version of the pump ( c ) back to the early twentieth century. 

Today, this style of shoe can range from very formal to casual. The heel-height 

varies considerably from completely flat to a towering height of 20 centimeters or 

more, Heel-height often depends upon the current style, as does the shape of the 

upper part of the shoe that covers the toe. The toe can be pointy or rounded. 

Pumps are convenient since they are suitable for almost every occasion when 

women need to wear a dress, a skirt, or office clothing, which is why many women 

consider a pair of black pumps a fashion ( d ). Women also choose pumps to 

coordinate with their everyday outfits. ( e ) many think of the traditional pump as 

being made of leather, fabric pumps have been popular since the 1940s. Many 

people choose to dye fabric pumps to ( f ) their wedding or party dress. 

As with many types of women's shoes, the pump is not always particularly ( g ), 

since the upper part of the shoe that encloses the toes can lead to painful feet. When 

( h ) all the time, numerous foot problems occur. The ( i ) designs for the health of 

the foot are pumps with extremely high heels. These will cause the foot to ( j ) a 

variety of painful growths. 

Women can deal with these painful conditions by ( k ) that they choose flat or 

nearly flat pumps, which put less pressure on the toes, and by making sure to buy 

shoes that fit properly. Those who like the ( I ) of higher-heeled pumps should 
consider reserving them for special occasions only instead of wearing them every 

day. In daily life, loafers or sports shoes are preferable. 

(a) earlier 

(b) make 

(c) 1 dated 

Wise Geek, "What Are Pumps?" Ie. ~ ~ ( -fmc)(~) 

2 earliest 3 later 4 latest 

2 play 3 take 4 tie 

2 dates 3 had dated 4 was dating 
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(d) 1 mistake 2 necessity 3 sense 4 sensitivity 

(e) 1 Although 2 As a result 3 Because 4 Unless 

(f) 1 display 2 get 3 match 4 seek 

(g) 1 comfortable 2 comforting 3 discomforting 4 uncomfortable 

(h) 1 considered 2 kept 3 left 4 worn 

(i) 1 best 2 deepest 3 highest 4 worst 

(j) 1 compose 2 cure 3 form 4 harm 

(k) 1 ensurmg 2 examining 3 hoping 4 requesting 

(1) 1 look 2 looking 3 VIew 4 vlewmg 

II ~~~2~~~~. ~~~ (A-C) ~~~~o (32 #.0 

In 1865, a Belgian banker's son named Georges Nagelmackers first dreamed of 

making "a train that would cross a continent, running on a continuous (a) ribbon of 

metal for more than 2,400 kilometers." Around this time, he went to America and 

spent ten months traveling around the country. He was very impressed by all the 

innovations in railway travel that he saw there. The most impressive was George 

Pullman's luxurious "sleeper cars," which were the first trains to have beds. When 

Nagelmackers returned home, he was determined to realize his vision of a luxurious 

train that would cross the European continent. 

In 1883, after (b) a number of false starts due to financial troubles and difficulties 

negotiating with various national railway companies, Nagelmackers established a 

train route from Paris to Constantinople (now Istanbul). The newspapers called his 

train the Orient Express, and Nagelmackers embraced the name. On October 4, the 

Orient Express set out on its first journey, with many journalists aboard amazed by 

the train's luxury and beauty. Nagelmackers, a clever showman, even displayed 

decaying old Pullman cars to stand in contrast to the brand new Orient Express as it 

left Paris. Aboard the train, the delighted passengers felt as though they had entered 

one of Europe's finest hotels. They were impressed by the elegant wooden paneling, 

deluxe leather armchairs, and comfortable beds covered with silk sheets and wool 

blankets. However, for this first journey, the train did not travel as far as 

Constantinople. Passengers had to complete the journey by ferry. The total journey 

lasted a little over 80 hours. From June 1, 1889, passengers could travel all the way 

to Constantinople on the train. 

The Orient Express quickly became the train of choice for Europe's wealthy and 

high-born, a rolling symbol of (c) the economic imbalances of its age. Farmers would 

stop their work in the fields to look at the glamorous train as it sped by. The Orient 
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Express came to be called "the King of Trains and the Train of Kings." 

Kings did indeed travel on the train and some of them exhibited very odd 

behavior. For example, King Ferdinand of Bulgaria, scared that he might be 

assassinated, locked himself in the bathroom. As an amateur engineer, he also 

insisted that he be allowed to drive the train through his country, which he then did 

at terrifying speed. Czar Nicholas II, the emperor of Russia, demanded that special 

cars be built for his visit to France. Some decades later, the French President Paul 

Deschanel fell from one of the cars in the (d) dead of night, an event that made him 

look so foolish that he eventually resigned from his job. 

At the peak of its popularity, the train (e) earned the nickname Spies' Express. 

Spies loved the train, since it made their jobs so much easier and their travels much 

more comfortable. One of the most remarkable of these spies was an Englishman 

named Robert Baden-Powell, who pretended to be a specialist on butterflies. He said 

that he was making the trip to collect samples. His detailed sketches of the forms 

and colors of butterfly wings were actually coded pictures of places that he saw 

along the journey. These pictures served as great aids to the British and Italian 

navies during World War I. 

Although World War I and World War II (f) severely limited Orient Express 

service, a single car on the train played a fascinating role in both wars. At the end of 

World War I, on an Orient Express car, German officers signed the document 

accepting defeat. The French proudly exhibited that car in Paris until June 1940. 

Then, during World War II, Hitler ordered that it be placed where the Germans had 

been forced to admit their defeat twenty-two years before. From the car, Hitler 

announced his victory over the French. However, in 1944 when it became clear that 

Germany would lose World War II, Hitler had the car completely destroyed so that it 

would not become a lasting symbol of his country's defeats. 

What remains of the Orient Express today? Various different routes were made 

and other train companies began to use the name "Orient Express" for advertising. 

The Direct Orient Express, the Simplon Orient Express, the Nostalgic Orient 

Express and many others have existed over the years. Today's Venice-Simplon Orient 

Express aims for the luxury of the original. (g) For the right price, a person can still 

go for a ride in restored cars from the original Orient Express. Although the era of 
high drama and excitement aboard the Orient Express is over, much of 

Nagelmackers' vision lives on in a world that offers (b) no shortage of luxury travel 

options. 

Smithsonian Magazine, "The True History of the Orient Express" ~c J:: Q (-$t&~) 
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rp~ A *3(0)j1gg~L~fir9 ~'b0)~, """Fo) (11 '" 22) b'S 4 ?~Iv"V, -t-O)fi~~~2A 

-tt d::o 

11 Trains with beds operated in America before anywhere else. 

12 Immediately after returning from America, Nagelmackers made the Orient 

Express. 

13 Nagelmackers got the name "Orient Express" from the newspapers. 

14 For the Orient Express train's first journey, Nagelmackers hid the decaying 

old Pullman cars from view. 

15 The Orient Express train that left Paris on October 4, 1883 went all the way 

to Constantinople. 

16 It took passengers on the first Orient Express more than four days to get to 

Constantinople. 

17 King Ferdinand slowly drove the Orient Express through his country. 

18 After resigning from his job, Deschanel jumped off the Orient Express. 

19 Baden-Powell's sketches of butterfly wings contained information for the 

navies of two countries. 

20 The train car that was used in both world wars can be seen in Paris today. 

21 Today it is possible to travel in a car like those of the 1883 Orient Express. 

22 People today have lost interest in Nagelmackers' idea ofa luxurious train. 

rp~ B *3ZO)j1gg~ ,~, * ~ -r, """F~aB (b· c • f • g) O)/ip!. j1gg~Lfi:'bilIl, ''b O)~, 

-t-ttftt"""FO) (1 "'4) b'S 1 ?~Iv"V, -t-O)fi~~~2A-ttd::o 

(b) a number of false starts 

1 a lack of effort 

3 more than a few lies 

(c) the economic imbalances of its age 

2 an early try or two 

4 various failed attempts 

1 how changeable the incomes of wealthy and high-class people were in 

that era 

2 how stable the financial situation was in Europe at that time 

3 the divide between the rich and the poor at that time 

4 the financial troubles of wealthy and high-class people in that era 

(f) severely limited Orient Express service 

1 caused the Orient Express to stop operating 

2 resulted in the Orient Express almost never running 

3 ruined people's interest in traveling on the Orient Express 

4 urged Orient Express workers to quit their jobs 
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(g) For the right price 

1 Because it is a perfect chance 

2 By guessing the cost 

3 Since train tickets are inexpensive 

4 With enough money for the ticket 

r",c *)(:O)pg31t,!,£x"C "'f~$ (a· d· e· h) 0)~~·pg3'c::tilbilIl,\1b0)1t. 

~~l:Ttt (1-4) b'S 1 ?lJ!fv~. ~0).%1tg2A-tt~o 

(a) ribbon of metal 

1 carriage 

(d) dead of 

1 danger of the 

2 property 

2 middle of the 

( e ) earned the nickname 

3 ring 

3 nOISY 

1 became less profitable after getting the name 

2 became more profitable after getting the name 

3 deserved to be called 

4 was unworthy of being called 

(h) no shortage of 

1 few 2 insufficient 3 invaluable 

4 track 

4 powerless 

4 many 

III ~O)~)(: (a-d) O)~pJj'C:Att~o)'c:&'tiMt1.JtJ:'tO)1t. ~tt~tt""'Fo) (1 -4) 

b'S 1 ?~fv~. ~0).%1tg2A -tt J::o (8,¢.() 

(a) She buys ( ) but the best, so she always looks elegant and stylish. 

1 anything 2 every 3 nothing 4 some 

(b) We could not ( ) an agreement before the deadline. 

1 arnve 2 come up 3 find out 4 reach 

(c) Babies ( ) a lot of work for their parents, but it's worth it. 

1 do 2 make 3 take 4 want 

(d) The building doesn't blend in ( ) its surroundings. 

1 at 2 by 3 over 4 with 
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~ ~~.~ (a-c) ~~~~~L~mM~~~~·~~~~.~~~~~~1?~~. 
~~~) ~mpJT~~u. m~~I;H<:~~~xtdRff~ 1 ~R~~2A -tt ct. (9 #.0 

(a) Susan is a determining person who has a strong sense of responsibility 

and never gets overwhelmed by deadlines. 

(b) I can speak Greek and Spain, but I want to learn an Asian language 

like Thai. 

( c) It is under discussions how to deal with the loss of electric power 

should a big earthquake ~ while the Olympics are being held. 

V ;~~B*~ (a - d) ~'a:'£'1"~ L:~~,<:tJ:~ct? ,<:. { } p;j~1"~"t~~R1:i]~ffll,\. 

~ S '<:1''@~ 1 ~R~~? "t.~~j[;PX~-tt ct. m~~I;H<:';J:1''@~ 1 ~R~~2A -tt ct. 

(a) }- Lti 4 BifrEfl 'C." t tc~~~* 7J:~t:tH;f7J: G 7J:t, ~o 

Tom must { take / medicine / hours / his / four}. 

(b) TlHr,jiiJ'~1ii L L" * t 7J: < ~~i5~~'Hc£ntc 0) ~c 5KiJ'':) t, ~ tc o 

(12 #.0 

It was { took / the / soon / plane / off } that I realized I had left my phone 

at home. 

(c) *~::;.:z. 1) -iJ'ij ii!39"nt;f, 30 ifrEfl7"o t L L"£m? L" ~ tc 'C. t tc;IJ: Go 

If Julie retires next year, she { will / professional/have / dancer / a } for 

thirty years. 

(d) ~~~1~? L" § 2~!Jj!~9" G'~ -5 iJ'rlil&ttio 

I find { to / through / myself / express / easier } poetry. 

VI ~~~~5~~~§f5 (a - e) ~~~~,<:. t~~~~t.::~*c'~* ~:ti<t)Mt}]tJ: 1 ~R~ 

~2A -tt eta tJ:cB. :tif]J~~*';J:m~~I;H<:1"c"<:~2A ~~"tl, \~. (15 #.() 

Mother: Did you turn the temperature on the air conditioner down again? 

Son Of course, it was so hot. I couldn't (a) s it. 

Mother: Don't exaggerate! Before you (b) 1 it, the temperature was perfect. ---
Son In my (c) 0 , it was too hot in here. 

Mother: If you hadn't changed it, you wouldn't (d) n a blanket right now. ---
Besides, we should do our part for the environment. Your father and I also 

want to (e) s money on the electric bill. So you'll just have to get 

used to it. 
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;!,I!O)~)(b\)(5*a'9b'?1t~a'9tt:;MtJJ1J:)(~c 1J:~ ~? tt:, ~PfT (a'" I) tt:Atl.~O) 

tt:U<b~tJJ1j:~gtiJ~, -rtl.-Ftl. (a'" I) O)~tRIlX (1 "'4) b'G 1 ?~lvc, -rO)fi 

(24 g) 

Although fish are a common pet, few people understand that not all fish require 

the same diet. Most people think that all fish eat fish flakes from a bottle. However, 

this is not the case. If you want to keep pet fish, ( a ) your homework and find out 

what your fish needs to eat in order to remain healthy. ( b ) the way they are made, 

their dietary needs vary. There are three basic categories ( c ) which fish can be 

classified. These are carnivore, herbivore, and omnivore. 

Carnivores are meat eaters and require live foods. This type of fish has a large 

mouth with sharp pointed teeth that ( d ) the fish to grasp their prey and tear off 

large chunks of flesh, which the fish then swallows whole ( e ) than grinding up or 

chewing first. These fish have a short system of connected organs and a relatively 

large stomach designed to hold a large amount of food. Their digestive system lacks 

the ability to digest plants. Therefore, even though they might eat plants, they cannot 

get any ( f ) from them. Because they will chase down and eat other fish in the 

aquarium, it is very important to remember that carnivores are not a good choice for 

an aquarium with other types of fish ( g ) you want the other fish to end up as food 

for the carnivore. 

The opposite type of fish is the herbivore. Although herbivores can sometimes 

be seen eating live foods, the proper diet for herbivores consists of algae (such as 

seaweed) and other plants. Herbivores have ( h ) true stomach, but they have organs 

that break down plants. Their teeth are flat, which enables them to grind food before 

swallowing it. Because they lack a stomach for holding large volumes of food, the 

herbivore must eat at least several times per day. As such, they are ( i ) pets for 

people who are away from home for most of the day. 

The third type of fish is the omnivore. These fish do well not only on meat but 

on algae and plants as well. Their teeth and digestive organs possess ( j ) of the 

traits of both the carnivore and the herbivore. Omnivores are the easiest of all fish to 

keep, as they eat flake foods as well as live foods and everything ( k ) between. 

As you can see, it's important to ( I ) your fish the proper diet because their 

bodies are designed for certain types of food. The carnivore does well on meat; the 

herbivore on algae and plants; and the omnivore can eat all of these foods. 

Shirlie Sharpe, "Is Your Fish Omnivore, Herbivore or Carnivore?" Ie J:: 0 (-W2!z~) 

(a) do 

(b) Based on 

(c) 1 about 

(d) 1 allow 

2 make 3 play 

2 Departing by 3 Depending 

2 for 3 into 

2 let 3 need 
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4 put 

4 Supposing 

4 with 

4 prevent 



(e) 1 different 2 less 3 other 4 rather 

(f) arrangements 2 benefit 3 bubbles 4 length 

(g) although 2 if 3 unless 4 while 

(h) a 2 certainly 3 no 4 only 

(i) applicable 2 inapplicable 3 suitable 4 unsuitable 

(j) 1 any 2 either 3 none 4 some 

(k) 1 by 2 for 3 III 4 on 

(1) consume 2 feed 3 makeup 4 take in 

II ~~~2~.~~, ~~~ (A-C) ~.~~o (32 t.O 

Toni Morrison is the first African-American woman to win the Nobel Prize for 

Literature. She was born in Lorain, Ohio, on February 18, 1931 and named Chloe 

Wofford. Her mother's parents had left their home around 1910 after losing their 

farm because of debts that they could not repay. Morrison's father's family had to 

move to escape both sharecropping* and violence against African-Americans in the 

South. Both families (a) settled in the town of Lorain. Morrison grew up during the 

Great Depression in the 1930s, a time of severe economic hardship. Her father 

(b) provided for the family by working three jobs for seventeen years. 

Morrison's childhood was filled with African-American folklore, music, rituals, 

and myths. Her family was, as Morrison says, "intimate with the supernatural" and 

frequently used visions and signs to predict the future. Storytelling was an important 

part of life in the Wofford family. The children and the adults would share stories 

with one another. Morrison sees her writing (c) functioning much like storytelling did 

in the past. It reminds people about their cultural background and (d) shows them 

their place in the community. She has said that she uses her childhood experiences to 

help her write. Her real-life world, therefore, is often included in her novels. 

Once Morrison learned how to read, it became one of the things in life that she 

loved spending time doing. When she was in high school, she began to read the 

works of authors such as Jane Austen, Leo Tolstoy, and Gustave Flaubert. Morrison 

was impressed by the specific way these writers (e) portrayed the things that they 

were familiar with. Their talents motivated her to write in such a way about the 

things she was most familiar with, particularly her African-American culture. 

In 1949, Morrison went to Howard University in Washington, D.C. to study 

English. While studying there, she changed her name to Toni because people had 

trouble pronouncing the name Chloe. After graduating in 1953, she entered graduate 

school at Cornell University in Ithaca, New York. She finished in 1955. Then she 

worked for two years at Texas Southern University in Houston before returning to 
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Howard University to teach. 

While at Howard University, Toni met Harold Morrison, a young architect from 

Jamaica who also taught at the university. The couple married in 1958 and had two 

sons, Harold and Slade, before divorcing in 1964. Then, Morrison went to Syracuse, 

New York, and began working as an editor for a publishing company, but she had 

free time in the evenings. This environment helped her (f) turn her attention to 

writing novels. 

In 1968, Morrison moved to New York City, where she continued working as an 

editor. She eventually became a senior editor and was the only African-American 

woman to have that job in the company. While there, she helped to publish books by 

African-American writers. She also lectured across the country and worked on her 

novels. From 1989 until her retirement in 2006, Morrison worked at Princeton 

University. 

Morrison began writing her first novel, The Bluest Eye (1970), while she was in 

a writers' group at Howard University. The story is about an African-American girl 

who wishes that her eyes were blue and fit a different image of beauty. More than 

forty years later the book (g) still speaks to a universal audience. Since this first 

novel, Morrison has written ten others in addition to children's stories, plays, and 

non-fiction. 

Morrison's novels are carefully written using poetic phrases that produce strong 

emotional responses from her readers. Her characters try to understand the truth 

about the world they live in. The themes she writes about include good and evil, love 

and hate, beauty and ugliness, friendship, and death. Beloved (1987), a story about 

life after slavery, is considered Morrison's masterpiece. In 1993, when she won the 

Nobel Prize for Literature, the Nobel Committee cited Beloved as Morrison's 

outstanding work. In 1999, Morrison's first children's book, The Big Box, was 

published. She worked on the book together with her son Slade. The story is a dark 

look at childhood in America. The story pushes children and parents to (b) take a new 

look at the rules and values that make up their lives. The book shows the ways in 

which well-meaning adults sometimes block children's independence and creativity. 

Toni Morrison was given a national award in 200 I by President Bill Clinton. 

The president gave a speech during the award ceremony in which he said that 

Morrison had "entered America's heart." 

*sharecropping: a system of farming in which a farmer works on someone else's 

land and pays the owner a share of the crop 

Famous Literary Figures, "Toni Morrison" fL. J: Q (-$c)(:~) 
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r~~A *)(0)j1gg'L~¥.t9~'b0)~,""F0) (11 "-22) b'G4?~A/t:',TO)ti%~~2A 
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11 Both of Morrison's parents were from wealthy families. 

12 The passage gives two reasons for why Morrison's father's family moved. 

13 Morrison's parents were suspicious of storytelling as an activity for their 
children. 

14 Morrison's childhood experiences appear in her writing. 

15 Morrison took a new name when she was a university student. 

16 Morrison studied English at two universities in Washington, D.c. 

17 Morrison was married to a Jamaican architect for ten years. 

18 The passage mentions three universities that employed Morrison. 

19 Morrison's first novel is about a girl with blue eyes. 

20 Morrison has written a total of ten novels so far. 

21 Morrison has written only one book for children. 

22 Morrison wrote The Big Box with her two sons. 

r~~B *)(O)j1gg~,~,£x""(, ""F*lffB (d· f· g. h) O)~P!·j1gg'L~'blltl,\'bo)~, 

Tn~'n""Fo) (1 "-4) b'G 1 ?~A __ c, TO)ti%~~2A-ttJ:o 

(d) shows them their place 

1 helps them to see where they belong 

2 suggests to them the best place to visit 

3 teaches them how to make a new facility 

4 tells them how to get to a location 

(f) tum her attention to 

1 begin to dream of 2 consider her reason for 

3 focus her mind on 4 take responsibility for 

(g) still speaks to a universal audience 

1 continues attracting a wide range of readers to its message 

2 continues to be read to Toni Morrison's fans in various locations 

3 remains as a topic for Morrison's fans all over the world to lecture about 

4 remains misunderstood by people around the world 

(h) take a new look at the rules and values that make up their lives 

1 come up with alternative ways of bringing more money into the family 

2 find a way to do what they want and to buy what they like 

3 plan for the future in order to improve their chances of success in life 

4 re-examine why they do what they do and believe what they believe 
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r~~ c *)to)pgg1i ,~,"* x -c """F~ff~ (a • b • c • e) O)tt~· pgg'L~'bilIl, '<to)1i, 
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(a) settled 

agreed to live together 

3 made their home 

2 demanded to live 

4 were free to stay at home 

(b) provided for 

1 defended 2 encouraged 3 endured 4 supported 

( c ) functioning 

1 associating 2 growmg 3 pretending 4 working 

( e ) portrayed 

1 appeared as 2 described 3 left out 4 transported 

III ;!J.!O)~){ (a-d) O)~pJitLAn~O)'L:ti'b~t)]1j:'bO)~, i"n~n"""Fo) (1-4) 
b'6 1 ?~Iv -C', ~0).~~~2Ait ~o (8 g) 

(a) A great idea popped ( ) my head when I was driving yesterday, 

1 by 2 down 3 into 4 out 

(b) If John ( ) the gold medal in the competition, he needs to work even 

more on his technique. 

1 has won 2 is to win 3 had won 4 won 

(c) Mary recommended that Jim ( ) some new clothes because his shirt and 

jeans were too small for him. 

1 buy 2 bought 3 has bought 4 had bought 

(d) He played the violin so well that he ( ) from all the other musicians in 

the room. 

1 got down 2 sat down 3 stayed out 4 stood out 

IV ;!J.!O)~){ (a - c) o)""F~~fitg LtdliPJitt: '~){5*· ~g5*..t0)~~!P) b'-r-ni"n 1 ?a5~o 

~~ I) O)mPJT~~Lf, m~mHt:«~~xtdgR~ 1 ~g~~2A it ~o (9 g) 

(a) My ten-year-old boy ate two loaf of white bread and drank three glasses 

of chocolate milk for breakfast. 

(b) There is no one path to success as a musician, and the more opportunities 

you create for yourself the best you become. 
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( c) To be exporting, eggs need to be chilled at a temperature below seven 

degrees from 32 hours after being laid till their arrival at the destination. 

V ~o)B*)( (a"'d) C,a:'£'IS:I~~~'L1J:'@J:?'L. { } P90)9~-rO)gg1:i]1i:ffll,\. 
~S'L;Y;;:~O) 1 gg1i:*ifi?-r~)(1i:j[;PX~itJ:o M~*'L'cI:;Y;;:~O) 1 gg1i:g2AitJ:o 

CI2 #,I.) 

(a) -)l7 V-"fi}i? td;f -J h'v'v'lv t -'?> 7J:v'O)o i"o)I;f -J h\ fLh'illUt 'e1T < 
J: IJ "b!f.v 'J:o 
You { take / might / just / a taxi / as } home. It'll be quicker than my 

coming to get you. 

(b) ilLv'*iJWT~< tc'9L. th'"f~'0T'4 v7-)l-7J:0)"f, fLte!:7/~~7..DC9'0o 

I admire Ann for being { of / making / difficult / decisions / a director }. 

(c) 9'Jff0~'e~;g '9 '0 h' c:' -J h)~r*66'0 ,ele!:, ft71!F.fFdHe!:® IJ * '90 
You will be given plenty of { time / to / not / or / decide } to sign the 

contract. 

(d) fjjHe!:~ Lh'-::>tdt.t1E "b, A7Y.:L -}vh'® * IJ Ie "b ~-::J'9~'tc;fclo tc? tc 
-JIM Fe9"f 11 7J 00 "b IDJ Fp9 L tc J: 0 

We enjoyed our trip, but { was / tight / much / it / a schedule}. We visited 

five countries in just one week. 

VI ;.i!O)~gi!io)"'f**g~ (a'" e) i':tt~tUL. j~:,(E~:ttt.:)(*C:~"* .@ti'b~t}]1J: 1 gg1i: 
g2A it J:o 1J:cI3. tif}]0))(*'cl:M~*'L9't"Lg2A~:tt -rl, \.@o CI5 #,I.) 

Jack: Have you decided what to get Angie for her birthday yet? 

Lisa: I'm not getting her (a) a . Last year I bought her a beautiful teacup. The ---
other day, I found it in Beth's house. When I asked about it, she said it was 

from Angie. My (b) f are hurt. 

Jack: How do you know Angie didn't buy a new one for Beth? You wouldn't be 

able to tell the difference between them, (e) w you? 

Lisa: I (d) d Angie would buy such an expensive gift. It's typical of her to 

avoid spending her own money. I'm going to ask her about it at her party. 

Jack: Then what? Have a fight with her on her birthday? Forget about it. If you give 

a present to someone, it's not up to you what the person does with it. The 

matter's (e) 0 of your control. ---
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;~o)~J(t.i\J(:~*ak]b'?1t~a·~~H~~tn1d:J(:~c1d:'@~? t~, ~PJT (a"" I) t~An.@O) 

t~~'b~tn1d:~8iiJ1t, i"n-f'n (a""l) O)~jR~ (1""4) b'S1?~A.,-r:', i"0)1i 
(24 #.() 

The 2018 World Happiness Report ranked 156 countries by using data on GDP 

per person, social support, healthy life expectancy, social freedom, generosity, and 

absence of corruption, Finland came out on top as the world's happiest country. 

( a ) the harsh, dark winters without complaint, Finns said access to nature, safety, 

childcare, good schools, and free health care were ( b ) the best things about their 

country. "I've ( c ) the other Americans that we are enjoying the American dream 

here in Finland," said Brianna Owens, who moved from the United States and is now 

a teacher in Espoo, Finland's second-largest city. "I think everything in this society 

is ( d ) up for people to be successful, starting with education and transportation 

that work really well," Owens said. 

Finland rose from fifth place last year to push out Norway from the top spot. 

The top-ten list, as ever ( e ) by the Nordic countries, is: Finland, Norway, Denmark, 

Iceland, Switzerland, the Netherlands, Canada, New Zealand, Sweden, and Australia. 

The United States ( f ) at 18th, down from 14th place last year. The report found a 

disturbing trend of Americans getting less happy even as their country became 

richer. ( g ) U.S. income per person has increased markedly over the last half

century, happiness has been hit by weakened social support networks, a perceived 

rise in corruption in government and business, and ( h ) confidence in public 

institutions. One expert commented, "We obviously have a social ( i ) in the United 

States since there is less equality, less trust, and less confidence." 

( j ) Japan came 54th in overall happiness, it was top in terms of healthy life 

expectancy. That figure was 74.9 years in Japan in 2015, but only 69.1 years in the 

United States. 

One chapter of the report focuses on emerging health problems such as 

depression and illegal drug use, particularly in the United States, ( k ) both have 

grown faster than in most other countries. It is hoped that this will not ( 1 ) a global 

trend. For the first time since it was started in 2012, the report ranked the happiness 

of immigrants in 117 countries. Finland took top place in this category, too. The 

most striking finding of the report is the remarkable consistency in the happiness of 

immigrants: those who move to happier countries gain, but those who move to less 

happy countries lose. 

Philip Pullella, "Finland is World's Happiest Country" fL J:: Q (-Jm2)(~) 
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(a) 1 Accepted 2 Accepting 

3 Being accepted 4 Having been accepted 

(b) among 2 between 3 outside 4 throughout 

(c) been proud of 2 been sure of 

3 joked with 4 talked about 

(d) covered 2 lived 3 raised 4 set 

(e) dominated 2 left 3 troubled 4 weakened 

(f) 1 camem 2 climbed along 

3 stood up 4 went over 

(g) Because 2 During 3 Even though 4 In spite of 

(h) declining 2 growmg 3 quiet 4 strong 

(i) 1 benefit 2 CrISIS 3 event 4 improvement 

(j) Generally 2 In case 3 In contrast 4 While 

(k) if 2 where 3 which 4 why 

(1) come across 2 follow 3 overcome 4 turn into 

(32l~J 

The ancient Egyptians were highly respectful toward the animals that they 

shared their world with and associated many of them with gods, goddesses, and 

positive human characteristics. Many animals were seen as the representatives of 

gods or goddesses, but the animals themselves were not considered to be anything 

other than the animals that they were. However, there is evidence that every cat was 

considered to be a god-like being. Cats were so special that they could not be owned 

by humans. Only the pharaoh (the king) had a high enough status to own a cat. 

Therefore, all cats, no matter where they lived, belonged to the pharaoh. Harming a 

cat was a crime against the pharaoh and anyone who did so would (a) suffer extreme 

punishment. In some periods, killing a cat, even accidentally, (b) meant giving up 

one's life. 

Experts believe that cats originated in Egypt. The oldest evidence is from a 

painting in a tomb dating to 6,000 years ago. The cat shown in the painting must 

have been wild because cats had not yet been domesticated, which means that they 

were not living with humans at that time. But the cat must have been very important 

to the man whose body is in the tomb. Otherwise, it would not have been included 

in the painting. 

Experts believe that cats were not domesticated until around 2000 B.C. This is 

quite a long time after dogs, which had already been domesticated for over a 
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thousand years by this time. All cats were known as "miu" or "miut," which means 

something like "he or she who mews." The origin of the name is not clear, but it 

seems likely that it is (c) a reference to the sound a cat makes. It was rare for a cat to 
be given its own specific name. 

There were two main breeds that originated in ancient Egypt: the jungle cat and 

the African wildcat. The latter had a calmer character and so it was more commonly 

domesticated than the former. As cats were domesticated, changes in their 

personality and appearance became apparent. For example, they became friendlier 

toward humans. In addition, they became more colorful because they were safe from 

danger and didn't need to disguise themselves. Their bodies also became smaller 

and less muscled since they didn't have to run away from larger animals that hunted 

them. 

Why did the ancient Egyptians domesticate the cat? As a farming society, 

ancient Egypt had a problem with mice, rats, and snakes. In particular, these pests 

would eat the food that the farmers grew. The ancient Egyptians learned that wild 

cats (d) preyed on these pests and so they began to leave out food, such as fish heads, 
to encourage the cats to visit regularly and (e) get rid of the unwanted visitors. This 

arrangement suited the cats perfectly because being close to human settlements not 

only provided them with a ready supply of food but also helped them to avoid the 

larger animals that hunted them. As this relationship developed, cats were welcomed 

indoors and eventually moved in with their human friends. 

Images of domesticated cats began to be painted in the tombs of their human 

families from around 1550 B.C. One common type of tomb painting shows 
a cat sitting under the chair of the lady of the house. In these paintings, the cat is 

offering protection to the lady. Another fairly common type of tomb painting shows 

people on hunting trips with cats. However, these hunting scenes (f) should not be 

taken at face value. The family members in the images are shown wearing their best 

clothes and most expensive jewelry, neither of which would be suitable for a hunting 

trip. Thus, rather than showing what actually happened, such scenes represent the 

victory of order over chaos. We can see this meaning in how the cats in these 

pictures hold down hunted animals to indicate the defeat of chaos. A painting in a 

tomb dating to around 1350 B.C. includes a side view of a cat whose eye is 
decorated with gold. The human figures in the painting do not have any gold on 

them. Not only does the gold make the cat's eye shine (g) in a lifelike manner, but it 
also reinforces the idea of its godly nature. 

When a cat died, just as with human beings, it was (h) buried with dignity and 
deeply missed. Ancient Egyptians went so far that they shaved their eyebrows as a 

sign of their deep sorrow over a cat's death. 

1. Hill, "Cats in Ancient Egypt" ti: J::.'@ (-$c)(~) 
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11 Ancient Egyptians worshipped every animal as a god or goddess. 

12 In ancient Egypt, you had to be a pharaoh to be able to own a cat. 

13 The tomb that is 6,000 years old provides evidence that cats were living 

with humans at that time. 

14 The passage says the 6,000-year-old tomb contains the body ofa cat. 

15 Dogs were domesticated at least a thousand years before cats. 

16 Ancient Egyptians usually gave special names to cats. 

17 The jungle cat was calmer than the African wildcat. 

18 Wild cats came to have a wider variety of colors than did domesticated cats. 

19 One reason that ancient Egyptians domesticated cats was to solve the 

problem of pests. 

20 Tomb paintings of cats sitting under a chair showed that the cat was 

offering protection to the woman sitting in the chair. 

21 The hunting scenes in tomb paintings show how ancient Egyptians dressed 

for hunting trips. 

22 Ancient Egyptians shaved their eyebrows to forget the death of a cat. 

rll~B *3Z:O)j1gg~,~,*~-r, 1'~g~ (b· f· g. h) O)Ji~·j1gg~Lti'bilIl,'<bo)~, 

-t-ni"n1'o) (1 --...4) b'S 1 ?~Iv-r-', -t-O)fi~~~cA-t!J:o 

(b) meant giving up one's life 

1 expressed respect for human life 

2 indicated that a person had died 

3 resulted in death 

4 showed that the cat didn't want to live 

(f) should not be taken at face value 

1 are more expensive than they appear 

2 are not meant to be looked at up close 

3 need to be considered more deeply 

4 need to be viewed from the front 

(g) in a lifelike manner 

1 as if it were a real eye 

2 as if the living cat were dead 

3 in order to show what the cat could see 

4 in order to show that the real cat's eye was made of gold 
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(h) buried with dignity 

1 covered up with dirt 

2 placed in a grave along with its friends 

3 put in the ground forever 

4 treated properly when put in its grave 

r~~ c *>zO)pg~:Pi ,~, ~ x"t. ""f~g~ (a • c • d • e) O)ttot· pg~~L~<t,)fil, '<t,0)1i". 
~h~h (1-4) ~61?~~~. ~o)*%1i"~A~~o 

III 

(a) suffer 

1 apply 2 criticize 3 refuse 4 undergo 

(c) a reference to 

1 apart from 2 quoted from 3 related to 4 respectful of 

(d) preyed on 

1 hunted 2 played with 3 ran from 4 worshipped 

(e) get rid of 

1 avoid 2 kill 3 protect 4 watch 

;!x0)~>z (a - d) O)~j5fi~LAn~O)~i:~'b;Mt}]fJ:'bo)~. ~n~'n""fO) (1 - 4) 

~61?~~~. ~O)fi%~~~~~o (8 I.?.) 

(a) The thinnest mobile phone on the market is about 5.3 millimeters thick 

and ( ) 47 grams. 

1 decreases 2 increases 3 lightens 4 weighs 

(b) I can't cook. I can't ( ) peel a potato. 

1 either 2 even 3 neither 4 never 

( c ) I forgot we were supposed to meet yesterday. It totally ( ) my mind. 

1 broke 2 crossed 3 hit 4 slipped 

(d) ( ) of you would like to go first? 

1 What 2 When 3 Which 4 How 

w ~O)~>Z(a-c) 0)""f~~~L~mM~~2~·~~~0).~~~n~n1?~~o 
•• ) O)mj5fi~~tf. m~too~i:~~~jttd~Jf~ 1 ~g~~2~ -tt ~o (9 I.?.) 

(a) All of my classmates were excited to hear that my history teacher has 

accepted her boyfriend's marrying proposal. 
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(b) The number of English-spoken countries ~ to be growing these 

days. 

( c) I wonder what is happening in the brain when we are confusing 

compared to when we are bored or feel sleepy. 

v ;~0)8*:><:: (a"'" d) c 'iJ:'a:'1fiJ L::it~tc::1d::~~? tc::, { i1'J0)9~TO)~g{:;J~ffll,', 

<! €I 'C:::i!'.IE0) 1 ~~1iIi? T~:><::~~px<!"it ~o m~*ootc::'ct:i!'.IEo) 1 ~g~~2A"it ~o 
CI2 #.0 

(a) $ L]£Rd1) IJ ~1i" lviJ\ IlifrJJiJ~;/J:v \O)C'~~~~b G1i"~ L,t -J 0 

We'd better start wrapping the meeting up. I'm { we're / time / short / 

running / of}. 

(b) fJ*tc"tj iJvT /':h ~~f166 G t, fL~iiJ\iJ\b G;/J:v \ ct -J Ie L LV \ G o)~i, :)(Ie tm 
~t1 <"tbttiiJ\ G tio 
When my sisters start a fight, I don't get involved because it { to / the / 

just / fuel/fire}. 

(c) {gni-pJT~~tJJV\LV\GiJ\G, mltlLV\L~~tio 

He works very hard, so it is { tired / that / surprising / is / he }. 

~ ~~~tl~~mff~tltl~, ~G~~~0)~tl~~5~tlGo 

Clearly, { will / president / chosen / being / as } change this company for 

the better. 

~ ~O)~~O)~~$(a""'e) ~n~n~, m~<!n~:><::*~~~~~~~W1d::1~~ 

~2A"it~o 1d::s, ~*}]o):><::*'ctm~*ootC::9-nC::~2A<!nTl,'~o CI5 #.0 

Jane: You're back late. Where have you been? 

Lola: Lake Biwa, with my friend Yumi. I went to see the temple where Murasaki 

Shikibu is said to (a) h started writing The Tale ofGenji. 

Jane: I've (b) h of that book. Apparently, it has 54 chapters. Who has time to 

read something that long? 

Lola: I've read it in English, of course. But what about you? (e) H did you ---
spend the day? 

Jane: I went to my usual coffee shop with Amy. 

Lola: What a (d) w of time! You're living in Kyoto. When you get home, you'll 

regret not learning more about Japan during your (e) S here. 
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